Hello from the Triple S Wildlife Ranch. We have recently achieved a major milestone and wanted to
update everyone who knows our ranch. Back in 2012, the Federal Wildlife Service (FWS) coordinated a
sting operation on my ranch to buy a leopard taxidermy mount. As most of you know, we sell lots of
beautiful taxidermy because we love animals and animal artwork. A leopard is an endangered species
and cannot commercially cross state lines. The leopard mount I was selling came from an auction in Fort
Worth Texas, and it was bought by my friend from Texas, but I agreed to help him sell it. Thus, it was a
Texas leopard being sold for Texas resident to a Texas buyer in Denton TX …. Everything should have
been legal. Well, the FWS claimed it was not legal because of my involvement from OK. Rather than
simply giving me a citation with a monetary fine as with most endangered species issues, they have
been prosecuting me to the fullest extent of the law for 4 long years, and its finally over so we can
proceed with our business and lives. The most frustrating part is it was me who reached out to the FWS
initially to get guidance on the laws to ship taxidermy to Australia, and that’s when they started the
undercover sting.
After the Leopard mount sale, I would not confess to their false claims because I did nothing wrong …
thus, the FWS unleased the fiery of the Govt on my ranch … they began their multi-year, lengthy, costly
investigation and contacted my clients, current workers, fired workers, friends, family, and anyone they
could associate with the ranch, and they aggressively challenged everyone that the Triple S Wildlife
Ranch must be doing more illegal activities. Well, after hundreds of hours of wasted FWS investigation,
they could not find anything wrong with me or my ranch. However, they found ex-workers who were
being prosecuted for a stolen equipment operation, and in cutting a deal with them, those ex-workers,
who I had fired for stealing from my ranch, decided to claim my involvement in their crime ring. And
with info from only one of those criminals, the Govt was able to get a search warrant to bombard my
entire ranch with nearly 20 agents back in Summer 2014. Of the 50+ farm vehicles and equipment we
have on the ranch, two items were found to be stolen, and both of those items were sold to me by
those past workers involved in that crime ring. I had unknowingly bought two stolen farm equipment
vehicles , and both items were being used regularly on my ranch and were sitting with all the other
ranch equipment at our shop. They also found my tranquillizer darting drugs in my refrigerator, and
they claimed they were controlled narcotics without a prescription. These are the meds I use for green
hunting and other wildlife management needs on the ranch, and they were legitimately obtained from a
licensed vet, but that vet did not adhere the prescription to the bottles of meds. Thus, they confiscated
those meds as illegal. Furthermore, in this all day raid of my ranch, they found a few taxidermy mounts
that were questionable in my inventory of over 500 mounts, and they confiscated them too. And that’s
not the worst of it, after the raid of my ranch, the govt went to all the major media outlets with their
glorified report of how they busted this terrible ranch, which resulted in the internet being flooded with
articles on how me and Triple S Wildlife Ranch were in so much legal trouble. Shortly after that painful
search and seizure event on my ranch, my ranch and I were completely cleared on all those claims of
illegal activity. However, none of the ugly internet reports from the govt were rebutted. Thus, I’m
currently in federal court suing the Govt for this incredible injustice against me and my ranch.
Any intelligent person would ask why would the Govt do this to us here at the Triple S Wildlife Ranch
when we have no criminal record whatsoever … well, it comes down to the Obama administration being

controlled by the Animal Extremists like PETA. The Federal Wildlife (FWS) people at the top hate
hunters, and all their laws and efforts have been directed to destroy worldwide hunting as we know it as
Americans Take for example the recent Lion fiasco for the dentist in MN where he paid many
thousands of dollars to an African hunting guide and simply followed the instructions from that expert
guide he hired … nobody came to his defense. All of us hunters should be outraged. Hunters
desperately need an organization like the NRA , who does an excellent job aggressively fighting for our
gun rights. That is why we are forming a new organization to fight for Hunter Rights in America because
Hunter Lives Matter too. Please check out our website in the near future for more info on this … we
truly need everyone who loves hunting to unite and help fight against the Wildlife Extremists who are
destroying our hunting heritage here in America.
Hope everyone can relate to the incredible pain inflicted by the Govt on our ranch. It is like cops coming
into your home in middle of the night, breaking down your doors, and going thru everything you own,
while franticly waving guns and restraining you and your family for many long hours, treating you like a
common criminal when you did absolutely NOTHING wrong. This type of unbelievable attack of our
basic freedoms as Americans should enrage everyone because you know if the cops will do this to us,
they will do it to you and your family too. What happen to Americans helping Americans … what
happened to people being gracious and supportive of one another … what happened to love and
kindness in our country??
All in all, if you google me or my ranch on the Internet, the only negatives you will find are those from
the Govt regarding the illegal search/seizure and this leopard mount sale. Over the past 10 years, we
have been blessed to have thousands of clients enjoy our beautiful wildlife experience here at the ranch,
and we always go the extra mile to take care of our customers and ensure their satisfaction with our
products and services. We greatly appreciate if you will pass the word regarding the outrageous
injustice levied against our ranch.
Thank you and God Bless

